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This paper reviews the main results of the economic literature explaining the 
existence of deposit insurance in its modern form. It is shown that deposit 
insurance is not the only means to cope with the problem of bank runs. Yet it is a 
prevailing solution for the banks dominate the credit channels in most economies 
the world over, and the modern payment systems are based on the convertibility 
of the bank deposits into cash. Being a part of the general public policy of 
financial sector stability, deposit insurance is structured in accordance with a core 
objective adopted for the entire policy, and this explains why many world 
schemes, besides the intrinsic DIS objective of bank run prevention, also choose 
to follow the objective of small (unsophisticated) depositor protection.  
In practice, a trade-off between the ability of a DIS to prevent bank runs and the 
soundness of incentives it induces forces policymakers to choose between the two 
objectives. The review of the related literature helps to distinguish four basic 
approaches regarding the balance of the run-prevention capacity and sound 
incentives in deposit insurance design. Further analysis also shows that three of 
the basic structuring options (the limited, partial, and selective guarantees) are 
likely to be employed in the ordinary (non-crisis) circumstances and the choice 
among them needs to be based on the country-specific factors.   
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Abstract 
This paper reviews the main results of the economic literature explaining the existence of 
deposit insurance in its modern form. It is shown that deposit insurance is not the only 
means to cope with the problem of bank runs. Yet it is a prevailing solution for the banks 
dominate the credit channels in most economies the world over, and the modern payment 
systems are based on the convertibility of the bank deposits into cash. Being a part of the 
general public policy of financial sector stability, deposit insurance is structured in 
accordance with a core objective adopted for the entire policy, and this explains why 
many world schemes, besides the intrinsic DIS objective of bank run prevention, also 
choose to follow the objective of small (unsophisticated) depositor protection.  
In practice, a trade-off between the ability of a DIS to prevent bank runs and the 
soundness of incentives it induces forces policymakers to choose between the two 
objectives. The review of the related literature helps to distinguish four basic approaches 
regarding the balance of the run-prevention capacity and sound incentives in deposit 
insurance design. Further analysis also shows that three of the basic structuring options 
(the limited, partial, and selective guarantees) are likely to be employed in the ordinary 
(non-crisis) circumstances and the choice among them needs to be based on the 
country-specific factors.   
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I. Introduction 

The last two decades witnessed a rapid and sharp evolution of views on the policy of 
financial system development. At the beginning, there was an emphasis on achieving high 
saving rates and investments chiefly by ensuring the security of small savers and avoiding 
excessive volatility in the financial environment. Soon after, the focus of attention moved to 
promoting greater efficiency through financial liberalization. Later the experience of 
post-liberalization ‘booms-and-busts’ cleared the way for an emphasis on the creation of a 
financial environment with a sound incentive system and minimized involvement of the 
government in financial services. 

Explicit deposit insurance systems (DIS)1 drew especial attention over the period. They 
mushroomed the world over and became a de facto standard in addressing the issue of 
banking firm instability. In the 1980s and early 1990s, many governments regarded the 
establishment of a national DIS as a logical step in strengthening the financial sector’s 
infrastructure. But initially they were preoccupied with having the increased financial risks 
offset by more generous depositor protection and paid little attention to whether the new 
measure fitted the domestic financial environment. As a result the design of newly created 
DISs was simply imported from the policies of other countries, and the systems had many 
flaws. It is no surprise that after a series of banking crises the DISs were the first to come 
under fire, and the policy’s pendulum swung to the minimalist extreme leading some 
governments to believe that the outright abolition of deposit insurance was “the most prudent 
solution”.  

Every step of the evolution was mirrored in the economic analysis of deposit insurance, 
and the research community has also experienced large swings in delivered 
recommendations. Being focused on specific deficiencies and failures in the past financial 
sector policies, the economists often stuck to opposite views on whether to introduce deposit 
insurance and how to overcome its side-effects. This diversity of opinion and the complexity 
of the research problem explain why any policy suggestion on deposit insurance is hardly 
defendable if it does not rely on systemized understanding of the past research results in the 
field. The challenge of this study is to develop such understanding.  

The task is very demanding because the research on deposit insurance and related 
topics was one of the most flourishing fields in finance through the last two decades. A 
bibliography published by the U.S. FDIC covers only 10 years from 1989 to 1999 but still 
contains more than 700 records (FDIC, 2000). Any attempt to review such voluminous 
literature would require years of continuous effort. The purpose of this paper is more modest: 
It covers broadly and discusses the main results in the field that explain the existence of 

                                                 
1 As shown below, deposit insurance denotes a class of public or private arrangements aimed at the 
prevention or ex-post resolution of problems that emerge due to the instability and opaqueness of 
banking firms. 
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deposit insurance in its modern form.  

Completing the task requires several successive steps. First of all, one should review 
the problem of why deposit insurance is employed as a means of public policy. The next step 
would be an analysis of which design of the deposit insurance system and under what 
conditions is considered optimal. Third, it is important to see how these views on optimal 
DIS design are reflected in practical decisions on structuring deposit insurance. To that end, 
this paper covers each step with a separate section. 

II. Why deposit insurance? 

Deposit insurance, as we will see below, is a specific form of government intervention 
in the activities of a group of financial institutions, banks. To explain why deposit insurance 
may be an optimal choice, in this section we will explicitly consider all the available means 
of the government intervention capable of coping with the problem of banking instability. To 
compare the alternative approaches, we will focus on how they affect the economic functions 
performed by the modern banking. 

To start reviewing the problem of why deposit insurance exits, one should first 
elucidate the functions (services) of the modern banking firms. Since Gurley and Shaw 
(1960), economists have viewed banks and other financial institutions as intermediaries that 
perform special functions while channeling credit from economic agents with excessive 
funds to economic agents with fund shortages. Figure 1 reproduces a recent classification of 
the functions as suggested by Bhattacharya and Thakor (1993). A prominent feature of such 
classifications is an emphasis on the asset transformation functions performed by the 
deposit-taking financial institutions (banks, mutual funds, etc.). These institutions are 
considered to issue securities (deposits, mutual fund shares) to the ultimate creditors and 
invest the proceeds on their own in obligations (loans, bonds, etc.) of the ultimate borrowers. 
Therefore, they combine lending and borrowing on their own and thus perform the 
qualitative transformation of some assets into others. By comparison, the intermediaries 
engaged in brokerage do not transform assets but simply facilitate direct trade (credit 
transactions) between the ultimate creditors and the ultimate borrowers. 

In the world of perfect markets of Arrow-Debreu, financial intermediaries are 
redundant institutions (Freixas and Rochet, 1997), and economic theorists have to consider 
market imperfections to explain their existence. By now the economic literature has 
suggested two types of market frictions as raison d'etre of financial intermediaries. One 
approach (e.g. Benston and Smith, 1976) employs a hypothesis that financial intermediation 
arises to reduce transaction costs, both informational and physical (i.e. costs of searching for 
a transaction counterpart, costs of fitting the preferences of ultimate creditors and borrowers 
in respect of the term and size of loans, etc.). Therefore, the view implies that financial 
intermediation exists as far as there are imperfections in the financial market infrastructure 
and, as asserted by Fama (1980), the only uniqueness of the banks is that they happen to 
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Brokerage 

-Transactions services (e.g. check-writing, buying/ 
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-Term to maturity (e.g. bank financing assets with 
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-Divisibility (e.g. a mutual fund holding  
assets with larger unit size than its 
liabilities) 

-Liquidity (e.g. a bank funding illiquid loans with 
liquid liabilities) 

-Credit Risk (e.g. a bank monitoring a borrower  
to reduce default risk) 
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Asset 
Transformation 

 

 

Financial 
Intermediary 

Figure 1. Functions of financial intermediation 

Source: Bhattacharya and Thakor (1993), p.8. 

 

provide the most cost-efficient way of wealth exchange in the economy. The approach, 
however, draws just a part of the entire financial sector’s picture and fails to explain, for 
instance, why it is effective to bundle the deposit-taking and lending activities in a single 
intermediary institution. 

These conceptual problems made academic attention focus on another view of the 
market imperfections in the financial sector, a view suggesting that financial intermediation 
is a natural response to the asymmetric information environment (Leland and Pyle, 1977). 
The idea is that lenders are less informed about the quality of the investment projects 
pursued by borrowers, and to arrange sufficient financing with affordable costs the lenders 
need information about the quality of the projects. Some firms may specialize in producing 
such information. However, its public-good properties and quality concerns would prevent 
the firms from capturing all the returns from its production, if they simply tried to sell the 
information. To overcome the problem, such firms become intermediaries, buying and 
holding assets on the basis of the information they produce.2 The initial contribution of 

                                                 
2 In other words, informational asymmetries in financial markets induce information-related costs and 
this approach can also be viewed as an extension of the transaction cost hypothesis.  
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Leland and Pyle (1977) was followed by Diamond and Dybvig (1983), Ramakrishnan and 
Thakor (1984), Diamond (1984), who laid the foundation for the modern understanding of 
the financial intermediary functions. 

Campbell and Kracaw (1980) suggest that the services (functions) of financial 
intermediaries should be considered as natural complementary activities. Following their 
idea, we believe that in the case of the modern banking, it can be viewed as a bundle of four 
types of financial activities: (1) portfolio services based on the diversification of borrowers’ 
credit risk, (2) borrower monitoring services, (3) liquidity services based on the 
diversification of creditors’ liquidity risk, and (4) ensuring transaction (payment) services.  

Credit risk diversification is a standard service performed by the banks and all other 
financial intermediaries engaged in the asset portfolio management. The point here is that the 
banks are capable of building relatively safe asset portfolios composed of risky loans for the 
opaque borrowers. It is so because the banks are considered to be selecting and monitoring 
the borrowers based on the proprietary information the banks have.  

A formal model explaining this feature in the case of the banking was suggested by 
Diamond (1984). The model compares two situations. In one case, there are numerous small 
creditors who directly finance a fewer number of projects but cannot observe the results of 
the projects unless they pay some monitoring costs. In another case, the creditors pool their 
funds to form an intermediary that acts as an agent monitoring the projects on behalf of the 
creditors; the creditors, however, cannot directly observe the monitoring efforts of the 
intermediary and for the job to be done well, they create an incentive for the monitoring 
agent by threatening it with additional costs if the monitoring results (i.e. its returns) turn to 
be bad. Diamond (1984) assumes that there exist natural scale economies, and a single 
intermediary can monitor (control) the borrowers’ projects as effectively as a creditor but 
much cheaper. At the same time, the costs associated with the informational advantage of the 
intermediary over the creditors (e.g. the cost of lost reputation, etc.) are considerably smaller 
than the economy-of-scale gains since the intermediary’s returns are less risky due to the 
diversification of its portfolio. Thereby, the author suggests that the situation where the 
intermediary acts as a delegated monitor, dominates the case of direct financing.  

In practice, however, the concept of delegated monitoring can also be applied to 
non-bank financial intermediation, such as credit rating services or asset securitization, and 
thus one may argue that the delegated monitoring model of Diamond (1984) does not lead to 
the bank-like intermediaries unless it is shown that the monitoring technology of the banks is 
more efficient than that of the non-bank intermediaries.3 Following Hellwig (1991), the 
monitoring activities can be viewed as (1) ex-post monitoring (verification) of project results, 
(2) ex-ante monitoring (screening) of loan applicants, and (3) interim monitoring (a 

                                                 
3 Monitoring technology is not the only factor by which the banks can be distinguished from the 
non-banking financial intermediaries within the delegated monitoring approach. Greenbaum and Thakor 
(1987) suggest that under asymmetric information the choice whether to fund the asset portfolio of an 
intermediary through deposit-taking or through loan securitization depends on the quality of the assets 
(good-quality assets would be sold and poor-quality assets would be funded with deposits). 
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follow-up) of the borrowers’ performance during the implementation phase of their projects. 
Generally, it would be rather difficult to argue that the banks have had a monitoring 
technology superior to that of the auditing firms and the rating agencies in respect of the 
verification and screening activities. Nevertheless, the banks may still have an edge in the 
case of the follow-up monitoring because they can have easy access to the data on the 
transaction balances of a borrower. The ability to follow up debtors’ performance allows the 
banks to enhance loan contract with different covenants and thus (according to Gorton and 
Kahn (1993)) improve their monitoring efficiency. The argument does not suggest that the 
banks do not engage in the ex-post and ex-ante monitoring, but says that provision of the 
transaction services enables the banks to perform the interim monitoring most efficiently and 
makes it a unique banking activity.  

Bryant (1980) was the first to suggest the idea that, if small creditors (savers) have 
unpredictable and (publicly) unobservable needs of consuming their wealth in the future, 
then the banking can be considered as a way to overcome the uncertainty efficiently by 
minimizing necessary liquidity reserves. Following it, Diamond and Dybvig (1983) 
developed a formal model, which by now has become a benchmark framework to study the 
issue. The Diamond-Dybvig model views a bank as a coalition of savers, which allows them 
to insure their consumption risks mutually. Individual savers are usually uncertain about the 
date they will consume their savings in the future, but economic projects require some time 
to be completed and can bring losses when aborted prematurely. Consequently, investing in 
such productive but illiquid projects could bring losses to the individual savers if at the time 
they faced a consumption shock their savings were still locked in the projects. For that 
reason, the savers would normally restrain from such investments keeping their savings in 
less productive but liquid assets. But then, since the consumption shocks are imperfectly 
correlated across the savers, pooling the savings in a single fund helps to reduce aggregate 
level of the reserves kept in liquid assets, increase aggregate investments in illiquid 
productive projects, and thus improve economic welfare. The individual savers, however, 
still do not know their exact consumption dates in the future; therefore, it is impossible to 
specify the dates in their deposit contracts and the savers get the right to withdraw their 
savings on demand or with a short notice.4  

During the two decades after the Diamond-Dybvig model was published, many 
theorists have tried to enhance it by adding features that exist in the real-life bank deposit 
contracts. For instance, von Thadden (1998) introduced continuous-time framework, 
Bhattacharya and Gale (1987) modified investment technology, Villamil (1991) made the 
technology risky, etc. One of the main refinements arose from a critique by Jacklin (1987). 
The author points out that liquidity could be obtained through direct trading by savers 
without risk-sharing in a bank; that is, the savers could invest some of their savings directly 
in equity stocks (of productive projects) and, if faced a consumption shock, could sell the 

                                                 
4 It is worth noting, however, that the term “demand deposit contract” used in the Diamond-Dybvig 
model and its extensions may have a broader economic interpretation than the checking accounts and 
other demand deposits of the real world banking, since usually term deposit contracts also allow 
premature withdrawals (although under the condition of a surrender fee, etc.). 
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stocks to other savers who did not have such a shock. The critique highlights the fact that 
autonomous (direct) financial markets also play a role in liquidity provision, and the 
dominance of the banks as the liquidity providers, observed in some countries, may be well 
explained by institutional deficiencies of their markets for direct financing and by high 
transaction costs.  

As an extension of the debate, von Thadden (1998) models coexistence of bank 
demand deposits and direct investment opportunities in a continuous-time framework. The 
author shows that under little irreversibility of investments5 a deposit contract, to be a 
feasible arrangement, requires the banking sector to have a richer set of investment 
opportunities than a general public. Basing on the result, von Thadden asserts that the 
maturity transformation function (i.e. liquidity services) performed by the banks is rather 
fragile to justify the existence of the banks on their own and stresses the complementarity of 
the liquidity services and the portfolio/monitoring services.  

One of the interesting features of the modern banking theory is that during the 
1970-1990s the bank transaction services gradually disappeared from the list of the core and 
specific banking functions (cf. Niehans (1978), Fama (1980), and Bhattacharya and Thakor 
(1993)). The recent advent of information and communication technology has showed that, 
besides historical reasons and perhaps the government regulation, the banking monopoly in 
the transaction and payment services was based in the past mostly on a superior 
infrastructure. Nowadays, banking information systems tend to be operated by specialized 
providers and it is possible (at least technically) for all the economic agents of a nation to 
have debit accounts directly in the central bank. So, the function of “providing an accounting 
system of exchange” (Fama, 1980) could be well performed by entities other than the 
banking firms. Nevertheless, the business of the transaction services, we believe, still has 
some natural complementarity with other functions of the modern banking. The point is that 
besides an adequate infrastructure, firms engaged in the management of the transaction 
services should be able to assure their clients that transaction orders will be executed 
correctly and prudently, but provision of the portfolio and liquidity services by the banking 
firms is also much of a business based on managing customers’ trust in the quality of the 
services. 

Based on our discussion above, Figure 2 draws areas of complementarity between the 
main services provided by the modern banking firms. Apparently, the most important feature 
here is that the portfolio of non-marketable assets (loans) originated through a bank’s 
monitoring activities is financed, in a part, by the long-term funds which arise as a result of 
the liquidity services of the bank. Growing securitization of bank loans, the liquidity services 
by the mutual funds, and other recent changes in the U.S. financial market, (and to some 
extent, in the European markets)6 have posed a question whether such a combination of the 
bank services is still optimal. Academic literature is divided over this point. Some observers 

                                                 
5 Irreversibility of investment means that investing money in a long-term asset gives higher return than a 
chain of subsequent reinvestments in a short-term asset.  
6 For an account of the recent changes see e.g. Rajan (1998). 
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Figure 2. The bundle of services of the modern banking firms 
The figure draws three areas of complementarity between the main services provided by the 
modern banking firms. The most important one is that the portfolio of non-marketable 
assets (loans) originated through a bank’s monitoring activities is financed, in a part, by the 
long-term funds which arise as a result of the liquidity services of the bank. The liquidity 
services also allow using bank deposits as a means of payment, and the knowledge of the 
deposit balances makes the banks’ follow-up monitoring of borrowers less costly.  

 

(e.g. Kareken, 1985) contend that this structure serves no valuable social purpose and is 
merely an optimal private response to a government intervention. Others view it as an 
optimal structure that improves resource allocation by lessening the deadweight costs 
associated with debt-related investment distortions (Flannery, 1994) and creating right 
incentives for bankers (Calomiris and Kahn (1991), Diamond and Rajan, 2001). They 
believe that the structure would still exist without the government intervention (Flannery, 
1993). Moreover, the differences over this point silently underlie much of the on-going 
debates about deposit insurance and other elements of the financial safety net. 

The problem of government intervention in the banking arises because, in practice, the 
banks and other intermediaries funded by demandable financial instruments (e.g. open-end 
mutual funds) are unstable financial structures and prone to so-called “runs” (sudden waves 
of withdrawals). Economic theorists have suggested two explanations for the phenomenon of 
the bank runs. The explanation pioneered by Diamond and Dybvig (1983) depicts the bank 
runs as a purely psychological reaction of depositors to some external and, perhaps, 
unrelated factors such as sunspots. They point out the illiquidity of bank assets as the cause 
of vulnerability of the banks to such runs. When a bank faces withdrawals of more than it has 
in its liquid reserves, it is forced to sell its other (illiquid) assets at a loss. Therefore, for 
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depositors who come to withdraw later there exists a possibility that the bank will have run 
out of all its assets before the latecomers retrieve all their money back. Being engaged in the 
liquidity services, the banks keep liquid reserves enough to service a regular rate of 
withdrawals and invest the rest in illiquid assets. However, even in the case of a healthy bank, 
if a depositor believes she is observing abnormally high withdrawals by others, she also gets 
an incentive to run and withdraw her money. 

Another explanation, offered by Jacklin and Bhattacharya (1988) and Chari and 
Jagannathan (1988), builds on the idea of Diamond and Dybvig but stresses that the runs 
may be a rational reaction of depositors to a change in expectations of the future 
performance of their bank. Chari and Jagannathan develop a formal model of the 
information-based runs, in which a run is triggered when depositors observe unduly high 
withdrawals by others and suspect them to be informed about poor future prospects of the 
bank. The model is consistent with empirical findings, according to which most bank runs 
occur as a follow-up to the negative real shocks; yet it is able to accommodate another fact 
that depositors’ reaction to the shocks may be irrational and lead to real economic losses. 

Since Diamond and Dybvig (1983) and Bernanke (1983), many researches have 
stressed that if a run leads to bank failure, it brings economic losses for both its depositors 
(as direct losses and constrained liquidity) and borrowers (through the interruption of credit 
supply and loss of the bank’s private information about the borrowers and their long-term 
relationship with the bank).7 So it is not surprising that the ultimate purpose of many 
publications in the field is to devise the optimal way to resolve the bank-run problem. 
Suggested solutions to the problem fall into two broad categories. On the one hand, there are 
proposals introducing special mechanisms to cope with the runs (such as deposit insurance, 
suspension of convertibility, etc.). On the other hand, some authors suggest reconfiguring the 
banking business itself in order to make it less vulnerable to the runs (the narrow bank 
proposal, etc.). 

Deposit insurance is an explicit or implicit system which guarantees that an amount 
promised to depositors will be paid to all of them who withdraw. The system rests on the 
ability of its agent (the insurer) to collect contributions (taxes) from all the deposits at banks 
in an amount sufficient to cover the withdrawals. Since only the government can have such 
an unlimited taxing ability, to be practically feasible, the arrangement requires (direct or 
indirect) involving the government in the functioning of the deposit insurance. When the 
insurance covers the entire amount a depositor is entitled to withdraw, her wealth at the bank 
becomes unaffected by early withdrawals by other depositors, and the run does not happen as 
long as the guarantee is perceived as credible. 

Deposit insurance, however, comes at a cost. If completely protected by the DIS, the 

                                                 
7 At the same time, there is another opinion envisioning a positive role of the bank runs. For instance, 
Calomiris and Kahn (1991) emphasize that the bank run outcome can be understood as a part of 
monitoring arrangement that restrains bankers from excessive risk-taking. However, in general relying 
on the runs to monitor the bankers would be an inefficient solution since the information that governs 
depositor reaction is very noisy (Cheng, 1994). 
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banks would tend to set their liquid reserves lower than it would be socially optimal. 
Moreover, when the banks can invest in risky assets and their portfolio decisions are not 
observable for the insurer and other outsiders, the banks get a strong incentive to engage in 
substituting safe assets with riskier ones and thus gambling with excessively risky projects at 
the expense of the insurer. The two possibilities are the manifestations of the moral hazard 
associated with deposit insurance, and they may inflict real economic losses. For that reason, 
starting from Diamond and Dybvig (1983), all the economists who suggest deposit insurance 
as a remedy for the bank-run problem, admit that the optimality of their proposal should be 
decided in connection with the moral hazard effects. 

Another suggestion deals with the bank run problem in a way close to that of deposit 
insurance. The proposal is to provide banks, which face liquidity shortage due to massive 
withdrawals, with additional liquidity either through interbank short-term lending or through 
the Lender of Last Resort (LLR) facility of the central bank. For instance, if bank-specific 
liquidity shocks are imperfectly correlated across the banks, then the banks can co-insure 
each other through the private interbank market (Bhattacharya and Gale, 1987). The 
interbank market, however, is known for its risk-aversion, and a liquidity-short bank would 
have an access only to a limited interbank borrowing unless it had demonstrated its low 
default risk (which would be difficult considering the opaque nature of the bank loan 
portfolios). At the same time, if lending by the central bank were de facto unconditional, it 
would have no difference with deposit insurance, but if conditioned to low credit risk, it 
would result in the same situation as in the case of the interbank lending and thus leave 
depositors with an incentive to run on the bank.  

Suspension of convertibility is a moratorium on withdrawals from a bank’s deposit 
accounts. If introduced when the rate of withdrawals exceeded its ordinary (non-run) level, 
the measure would halt the run before it brought major losses from the fire sales of illiquid 
assets. Suspension of convertibility was explicitly modeled by Gorton (1985) and draw 
attention of some other researches in relation to the historical fact that this measure had been 
a major weapon of the U.S. banks to deal with bank runs in the 19-20 centuries before the 
government deposit insurance was introduced. Although improving on uninsured demand 
deposit contract, suspension of convertibility does not achieve optimal risk sharing 
(Diamond and Dybvig, 1983) since it can cut off an access to bank deposits even for the 
agents with true liquidity needs. This proposition does not necessarily mean that suspension 
of convertibility is inferior to deposit insurance as a solution for the bank-run problem since 
the insurance also induces social costs (in the form of moral hazard). Nevertheless, the 
approach is presently out of use because the possibility that the banks deposits were denied 
conversion to cash would undermine the stability of the modern payment systems, which are 
based on the bank accounts as far as the accounts are freely convertible to cash.  

The economists, who suggest coping with bank runs through institutional changes in 
the banking industry setup, build their proposals in the two following directions. First, there 
is a possibility to lessen the need of using demand deposits by providing liquidity to the 
savers with other means. Second, vulnerability to runs could be reduced if the bank service 
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bundle (see Figure 2) were split in the lending and the deposit-taking activities in order to 
channel deposited funds into more liquid and safe assets. The former approach was originally 
suggested by Jacklin (1987), who showed that equity-like claims on a bank would provide 
liquidity to its depositors as much as the demand deposits if there was an active market for 
such equity claims. The latter approach is embodied in the so-called “narrow-bank proposal”.  

The narrow-bank proposal exists in several versions that range from very restrictive 
suggestions (e.g. Pierce, 1991) to relatively moderate ones (e.g. Bryan, 1991), but share the 
same idea of restricting asset portfolios in which banks may invest resources attracted 
through demandable instruments. The point is to ensure that the assets are safe and liquid and, 
thereby eliminate the possibility of losses from fire sales of the assets or from borrower 
defaults. The possibility underlies depositors’ fears during bank runs, and removing it would 
make the banking far less vulnerable to the depositor panics. 

Critics of the narrow banking proposal (e.g. Wallace, 1996) point out that using the 
narrow banking to cope with the banking illiquidity eliminates the role of the banking system. 
The critique is based on an understanding that the modern bundle of the banking services is 
advantageous for the economy, for it allows channeling resources of risk-averse savers into 
illiquid and risky (productive) assets without endangering the savers with considerable credit 
and liquidity risks. And restricting bank portfolios to safe and liquid assets would only 
deprive of using the benefit of the banking system.  

The modern proposals of the narrow banking, however, are not very irrational if one 
considers a possibility that besides the banking system there is also the active and 
voluminous direct trading in financial assets. First, according to Jacklin (1993), trading in the 
market can achieve the same level of social optimality as with the liquidity-risk-sharing 
through the banks except for the possibility of welfare losses when uninformed agents are 
forced to trade with informed ones. Second, as apparent from Figure 2, the modern bundle of 
the banking services implies investing in portfolios of bank loans which are opaque for 
outsiders and thus considered to be hardly marketable. However, not all the bank credits 
nowadays are very opaque and if provided that there exists an active direct market, they 
could be well securitized. So on the aggregate level, unbundling the lending and 
deposit-taking sides of banking services might not lead to a major contraction in channeling 
credit to the economy.8 And in the whole, some sort of the narrow banking with soft portfolio 
restrictions could be rather a defensible suggestion whenever there is an active and deep 
direct financial market in place.  

To sum up, the review of the economic literature in the field shows that deposit 
insurance is not the only means capable of coping with bank runs. However, at present it is a 
dominant solution since the modern payment systems are still based on the bank deposit 
convertibility, and the banks dominate credit channels in most nations of the world.9 It means 
that nowadays the real challenge to a public policy from the banking instability is how to 

                                                 
8 Although some synergy effects may be lost there (see e.g. Kashyap et al, 2002). 
9 Boot and Thakor (1997) show that the dominance of the banking is a natural reaction to institutionally 
unsophisticated financial environment. 
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structure deposit insurance in order to curtail the moral hazard and other negative effects 
while preserving its ability to stabilize the banking.   

III. Basic approaches to the deposit insurance design 

Deposit insurance is a part of the general public policy of the financial sector and the 
challenges of its design cannot be met without an explicit reference to the entire construct of 
the financial sector policy. Regarding the banking system, one may argue that in general 
public concern here is to ensure the system’s effective functioning in provision of the credit 
and payment services. The term “effectiveness” has several facets:  (1) sufficiency of the 
services, (2) their stability, and (3) their cost efficiency / competitiveness. Each of them may 
require the government intervention if private market mechanisms fail to ensure such 
effectiveness on their own. For instance, a banking system may be incapable of delivering 
the sufficient credit and payment services, where small savings constitute a major funding 
source in the economy but the small savers face large informational and other disadvantages 
vis-à-vis the banks and refrain from depositing their money at the credit institutions. When a 
banking system lacks stability, and a depositor run on a single bank easily develops into a 
system-wide bank panic, the run disrupts the payment system, lowers credit availability in 
the economy, and thereby inflicts large social costs. Finally, the public-good properties of 
information may preclude from using economies-of-scale in the monitoring of credit 
institutions, but if so, it would increase a risk premium required on the bank deposits and 
thus lower the cost efficiency of the domestic banking.  

Deposit insurance can address many of such market failures, but it is not the only 
solution. Depositors may be protected through depositor preference laws; the stability of the 
payment system may be insured by means of a LLR facility of the central bank; and the 
monitoring efficiency may be addressed by usual regulatory oversight. Taken together, all 
these measures comprise the so-called “financial safety net”, which is usually considered as 
a main policy tool to guarantee the efficiency and stability of the credit and payment services 
of a bank. 

As emphasized by FSF (2000) with regard to deposit insurance, the structure of a 
public policy tool-kit should be congruent and consistent with public policy objectives in 
order to be effective and minimize unintended consequences; it is important to structure the 
policy in accordance with the national goals and circumstances. In the case of the financial 
safety net, economists (e.g. see Di Giorgio and Di Noia (2001), FSF (2000), Goodhart et al 
(1998), etc.) usually suggest two major policy objectives: ensuring systemic stability and 
protecting small depositors.  

The systemic stability argument arises since a depositor run on a credit institution can 
induce problems in other banks. To Goodhart et al (1998), the government intervention in 
this case is justified since the social costs of the failure of the bank exceed its private costs, 
and such potential social costs are not incorporated in the decision-making of a banking firm. 
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The argument is not directly related to the solvency / insolvency of the failing bank, and the 
government may tolerate the failure of any (even solvent) credit institution if the accident 
produces no contagious waves to other banks with a positive going-concern value.  

To explain the financial contagion phenomenon, economic theorists have suggested two 
types of its propagation channels. One pictures contagion as a psychological overreaction of 
depositors who have to act under high uncertainty immediately after an initial failure shock 
(e.g. Chen, 1999). Another explains it as a shock transmission through real exposures in the 
inter-bank and other markets or within the payment system (e.g. Allen and Gale, 2000; 
Rochet and Tirole, 1996). The existence of the contagion phenomenon has been 
demonstrated by many empirical studies10 and has become a widely accepted fact, despite 
some criticism of the studies for their inability to distinguish between rational and irrational 
reactions (Flannery, 1993). The contagion effects can force the payment system to shut down 
and can deplete the capital base of the banking system. In the latter case, as argued by 
Calomiris and Wilson (1998), when capital is lost, the banks must either replace it or reduce 
asset risk. In the wake of adverse market conditions, it can be costly to replace the capital, 
and the banks often choose to contract the supply of credit in the face of the capital losses, 
thus creating repercussions for the real economy. As a matter of public policy, the contagion 
threat can be addressed either by preventing steps like deposit insurance or by ex-post 
(compensating) measures like the central bank’s LLR support for the payment system or 
re-capitalization of capital-deficient banks with fiscal funds. Both approaches may be 
equally effective but the preventing steps are less costly in the short run.  

The second rationale of the financial safety net is based on the notion that the small size 
of most individual deposits does not make it worthwhile for the depositors to carry out the 
difficult and complex task of monitoring and assessing the financial conditions of their bank 
(FSF, 2000). The opaqueness of information on bank assets makes it difficult for the small 
unsophisticated depositors to come by and analyze the information. Moreover, if the large 
sophisticated depositors may acquire information of sufficient quality, the small savers may 
always be at an informational disadvantage. Economic theory suggests that preventing 
systematical benefiting of informed agents at the expense of uninformed agents may be 
welfare-improving (Grinblatt and Ross, 1985; Gorton and Pennacchi, 1990; Kyle, 1985), and, 
thus there is a place for government intervention. Besides social security concerns, the 
depositor protection policy aims at ensuring the wide participation of small savings in the 
financial system. And to that end, as pointed out by Goodhart et al (1998), the policy has two 
dimensions: protection from the adverse behavior (unsatisfactory conduct of business) of a 
banking firm and protection from the loss of money through a failed credit institution. In the 
former case, the protection can be provided by means of the banking supervision and 
prudential regulation, and in the latter case, by safe investment opportunities like insured 
bank deposits, postal savings, government securities, etc.  

By now, neither academia nor national policy-makers have reached an international 

                                                 
10 See e.g. Aharony and Swary (1983), Docking et al (1997), Gay et al (1991), Gilbert (1988), Gorton 
(1985), Hasan and Dwayer (1994), etc. 
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consensus on the priority structure of the objectives of the financial safety net and of deposit 
insurance in particular. For instance, Di Giorgio and Di Noia (2001) view depositor 
protection as a more relevant objective and argue that the objective of financial stability can 
be pursued with other tools. At the same time, Calomiris (1999) on the contrary considers the 
depositor protection argument as not defensible (assuming that the demand for riskless 
investments can be well met with postal savings or government-bills investment funds), and 
labels it as a means of providing political cover for the subsidies which the banks receive 
through the safety net. Obviously, the divergence of opinion comes from differences in the 
financial and economic environment assumed for the safety net.  

As seen above, the main advantage of deposit insurance as a public-policy tool is its 
capability to prevent bank runs. Since a DIS inevitably increases perverse incentives which 
may cause real costs for an economy, the adoption of the deposit insurance can normally be 
justified by the especially strong vulnerability of the economy to contagion effects. But 
denying run prevention as the primary DIS objective implies that the danger of bank runs is 
not very acute, and thereby it casts doubt on the very choice of deposit insurance as an 
appropriate policy tool. Finding an answer to the puzzling situation is an important step to 
explain the real-life DIS practices for by their design many world DISs imply the depositor 
protection as their primary objective. In our view, this situation can be easily explained if one 
follows Calomiris (1999) and considers political constraints of the financial safety net policy. 
The argument starts from an observation that policy-makers seem to be politically incapable 
of credibly committing themselves not to intervene to support troubled banks. But such 
implicit commitments of protection are inferior to explicit protection since the absence of 
clear and specific rules invites political peddling, and the government cannot defray the costs 
of protection by charging premiums to the insured parties. The view explains why explicit 
deposit insurance can be optimally used as a public-policy tool even under the 
depositor-protection objective, but at the same time the argument implies that the design of 
such a DIS should differ from that employed under the run-prevention objective.  

The choice between run-prevention and depositor-protection as the core objective for 
deposit insurance design requires comparing the benefits of every option net of the 
short-term and long-term social costs associated with its implementation. As noted earlier, 
many of these social costs arise for the perverse incentives of the bankers and depositors 
become amplified by deposit insurance. Starting from pioneering works by Ross (1973), 
Hölmstrom (1979), and Grossman and Hart (1983), the moral hazard (or 
principal-agent-related) literature has developed into a well-established branch of economic 
theory, and the first attempts to apply the argument to deposit insurance date back to the late 
1970s (e.g. Kareken and Wallace, 1978; Merton, 1977, 1978; Dothan and Williams, 1980, 
etc.). Moreover, numerous facts of deposit insurance abuse during the S&L crisis in the 
United States and the boom-and-bust cycles of financial liberalization of the 1990s have put 
the moral-hazard issue on the agenda of the national and international policy-makers.  

To fully incorporate the moral-hazard argument into a DIS designing process, one 
should be able to assess (and quantify) the costs associated with the distortion of incentives, 
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but in this field economic research has delivered no satisfying results yet. At present, most of 
empirical evidence on moral hazard concentrates on micro-level case studies documenting 
the facts of deposit insurance abuse (e.g. see Barth and Bartholomew, 1992). On the 
macro-level, however, the empirical studies are less successful primarily owing to the fact 
that tracing social losses from moral hazard requires distinguishing them from those 
produced by adverse macroeconomic conditions, etc. For instance, a recent study by 
Demirgüç-Kunt and Detragiache (forthcoming) finds that when established in the 
institutionally weak settings, explicit deposit insurance makes the probability of a banking 
crisis larger. To establish this important result, the authors use a very extensive dataset, take 
the institutional features of explicit DISs into consideration and perform endogenity 
checks.11 The study suggests that the grander protection of the depositors (and the banks) by 
a DIS is, the stronger moral hazard it induces and the larger economic damage occurs. 
Together with other empirical evidence by Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga (1999), Cull et al 
(2000) and others, they statistically confirm the importance of moral hazard issues of DIS 
designing for the macroeconomic performance. Nevertheless, despite all these findings, the 
empirical studies have failed to deliver directly quantifiable results necessary to incorporate 
the moral hazard argument into the analysis of the costs and benefits of DIS designing 
options.  

The general concern that economic losses, the perverse incentives of a poorly designed 
DIS may cost the society, has fueled academic research on ways to curtail the negative 
effects. Bhattacharya et al (1998) summarize the research into five types of regulatory 
measures to cope with moral hazard. First, regulatory requirements on the level of liquid 
reserves in the banks can (at least in a static universe) help to mitigate the problem that 
insured banks set their liquidity reserves lower than a socially optimal level. Second, 
risk-based capital requirements and insurance premiums can prevent the substitution of the 
safe assets of insured banks with riskier ones, if the regulator is able to observe the bank’s 
risk timely and correctly. Third, deposit insurance exacerbates moral hazard of the insured 
banks mostly because it makes depositors indifferent to the riskiness of the banks, and if the 
depositors were held bearing some risk, their early withdrawals would keep the bankers’ 
behavior in check. Besides the direct discipline effect, the approach also allows that the 
market information can be used to control the bank riskiness. Fourth, the regulators can 
mitigate most of the social costs of moral hazard if they choose to close banks before the 
institutions exhaust their net value. Finally, if running a bank generates special rents for its 
owners, letting the bank fail will mean losing such future rents, and thereby if the present 
value of the future rents (the bank’s charter value) is kept high, it can help to neutralize the 
bankers’ incentives to excessive risk-taking.  

                                                 
11 Still the results may be challenged on several points. Obviously, the authors neglect a well-known 
fact that formal features of a DIS can largely deviate from the extent of protection perceived by the 
public. In addition, Frydl (1999) casts a doubt on the appropriateness of bank crises dates and figures in 
the dataset of Demirgüç-Kunt and Detragiache; whereas Eichengreen and Arata (2000) point out that 
the result of Demirgüç-Kunt and Detragiache is fragile and seems to be too influenced by small 
differences in coding, sample, and estimation. 
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The economic literature has yet reached no definitive conclusions on which approach 
of coping with moral hazard to choose (Bhattacharya et al, 1998), but from the perspective of 
the DIS designing, the third type of measures deserves special attention. The point is that if 
incentives for depositors to monitor the riskiness of their bank are created by lowering the 
extent of protection (e.g. by setting DIS compensation payouts smaller than the balance of 
deposited money and interest accrued), such a DIS may lose its effectiveness as a means to 
insulate the banks from bank runs. So, there is a trade-off between providing insurance 
against bank runs and the monitoring incentives (Cooper and Ross, 2002). If depositors were 
fully protected, then exacerbated moral hazard might induce social costs by lowering the 
efficiency of investments, but if the depositors were left under risk, bank runs would again 
cost the society opportunity losses due to underinvestment and unrealized growth 
opportunities. Obviously, the trade-off is important for the choice of basic DIS design since 
such an approach of coping with moral hazard is largely inconsistent with the run-prevention 
objective of deposit insurance.  

The world practice in DIS design suggests several ways to balance the necessary 
protection with the right incentives. To go to one extreme, there is a complete protection of 
all the creditor claims on a bank (blanket guarantees): as long as the public trusts the 
guarantee and the stability of the national currency’s value, the approach is capable of 
preventing any bank run but simultaneously brings very strong incentives for excessive 
risk-taking. Traditionally economic literature assumes this extreme version of DIS design as 
a main setting to model deposit insurance, but in practice the approach is used only as an 
exceptional final defense against system-wide banking instability. 

Another approach is to divide the creditors of a bank into several classes and leave 
some of them (e.g. large depositors or subordinated creditors) without protection. Clearly, the 
effect of this limited guarantee approach depends on the share of the unprotected creditors in 
the bank’s finances, and theoretical modeling by Hazlett (1997) confirms that bank runs 
occur where the substantial portion of the bank’s liabilities does not qualify for protection. In 
practice the limited guarantee approach12 turns out to be the most conventional form of DIS 
design and protection is usually denied only for a small part of the bank funds. In that case, 
the risk of bank runs is kept low but the incentives of the bank-related parties may not 
substantially improve either. On the one hand, empirical studies by Billet et al (1998) and 
Jordan (2000) find that withdrawals of uninsured deposits may have only a limited effect on 
bank behavior, for troubled banks can offset much of the funding shortfall with new insured 
deposits. On the other hand, the signal sent by uninsured creditors may be indistinguishable 
from the market noise owing to the limited scale of the withdrawals.  

Alternatively, all the creditors of a bank may be required to participate partially in 
covering any losses incurred when the bank fails. Hazlett (1997) shows that such DIS design 
means giving up some of the power of the limited guarantee approach in preventing runs, but 
the run risk can be kept in check to some extent if the creditors (depositors) participate in the 

                                                 
12 Hazlett labels it as a “full guarantee”. 
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losses only up to a fixed small level (a “ceiling”). Moreover, the deposits which are payable 
at sight by the contract terms, usually account for only a part of the banks’ deposit base, and 
if facing a run, the credit institutions can buy some time by setting a surrender fee for 
premature withdrawals larger than the ceiling. Thereby, the partial guarantee approach can 
allow the banks to use orderly measures to calm down the run-prone confusion among the 
depositors while keeping the credit institutions under pressure to reassure the public that they 
are not gambling with risky investments.  

Finally, the depositor protection can be granted only in selected credit institutions, 
leaving the depositors of other banks under full risk. The selective guarantee approach differs 
substantially from other basic DIS designs only in the circumstances when just few 
institutions are selected for protection – for instance, when the government implicitly 
guarantees just several core banks of the nation. Obviously, the approach is focused on the 
prevention of systemic bank panics by ensuring the stability of the core national credit 
institutions and may have effect only if the institutions cover a large part of the national 
banking system. 

Some commentators on deposit insurance (e.g. Calomiris, 1999; Milhaupt, 1999) 
emphasize that due to political constraints,13 a real world alternative to the introduction of an 
explicit DIS is the implicit government protection of the banks. Moreover, the implicit 
guarantee can silently coexist with a formal DIS, thereby, enlarging the real extent of 
protection granted to the banks and their creditors. Since an implicit DIS lacks established 
rules (procedures) and pre-funded resources, such a system makes the process of 
indemnification of deposits and resolution of failed banks slower than an explicit DIS does.  

In addition, Talley and Mas (1992) argue that with an implicit DIS the government has 
a considerable degree of freedom in choosing the amount, form, and timing of protection to 
be granted. The view, however, fails to draw the entire picture, for in some circumstances an 
implicit system can, on the contrary, tie the government to the provision of a very generous 
protection. To clear the point, one can follow the idea of Santomero (1997) and consider the 
bank run contagion as a multi-stage process: a single shock to the public’s confidence in the 
banking <–> a run on small and mid-size banks of minor importance <–> a panic among the 
depositors of large (core) banks. If the initial shock were strong enough and directly affected 
the core banks, the government indeed could minimize its costs by choosing to protect fully 
the core institutions only (and, perhaps, paying some limited compensations to the depositors 
of other failing banks). But shocks come at random and not all of them are strong. So, if such 
an event hit during an economic recovery or at the peak of an economic cycle, even a small 
shock could negatively alter the dynamics of the economy, and the government would 
naturally have an incentive to grant its generous protection to the smaller banks. By the time 
the economy entered a cyclical downturn, the public would have felt assured of the safety of 
its money at the banks, but at this time a drawback of the implicit deposit insurance would 
become apparent. Although the policy of grand protection would be no more advantageous 

                                                 
13 The constraints arise from the agency conflicts in regulation and can be explained as regulatory 
capture (Macey, 1989) or as career and reputational self-interest (Boot and Thakor, 1993; Kane, 1989). 
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to the real economy, the government would have to stick to that policy, since changing it 
would undermine the government’s credibility in the public eyes and cause a sharp 
adjustment in its perception of bank safety – from near-to-blanket guarantees towards 
selective guarantees. By comparison, if there were an explicit DIS, the downsizing of 
depositors’ expectations would naturally stop at the level of the explicit protection offered by 
the system, and therefore under the explicit regime, the government might eventually have a 
larger degree of freedom if faced contagious shocks.  

Apparently, an extent to which the depositors perceive their money protected under an 
implicit DIS may range from selective to full (100%) guarantees depending on the credibility 
of the government, the degree of economic volatility, etc. This can explain why 
commentators reach different conclusions while assessing the moral hazard effects of 
implicit deposit insurance.14 But beyond this ambiguity about moral hazard, implicit deposit 
insurance closely resembles explicit DISs with the same degree of protection, and for that 
reason, when studying the problem of choosing basic DIS design, we will consider the 
explicit and implicit deposit insurance as particular cases of the same designing option.  

To recapitulate, from the perspective of balancing depositor protection with sound 
incentives one can identify four basic options for deposit insurance design:  

(1) explicit blanket guarantees,  
(2) explicit or implicit limited guarantees,  
(3) explicit or implicit partial guarantees, and  
(4) implicit selective (systemic) guarantees.  

As noted, in practice the blanket guarantee option is an exceptional measure used only when 
the domestic banking has already encountered a full-fledged systemic run. However, the 
other three options may be employed on a regular basis. If we assume that the government’s 
promises (be they explicit or implicit) are fully credible, the limited guarantee option may 
have very low contagion potential: whenever a DIS has a high payout ceiling, most 
depositors can easily re-allocate their money among several banks and thereby enjoy full 
protection of their deposits since the deposit insurance is usually provided on the 
one-depositor-per-bank basis. Consequently, after a moderate initial shock, a limited 
guarantee DIS can prevent the banking system’s conditions from deteriorating into the next 
(small-bank-contagion) stage. By comparison, the partial guarantee option is far less capable 
of preventing contagious runs, and after such a shock the banking may eventually end up on 
the next stage of contagion (though the transition to that stage may be rather slow leaving the 
banks some time for orderly preparations). At the same time, the selective guarantee option 

                                                 
14 For instance, Gropp and Vesala (2001) find that after the introduction of explicit deposit insurance in 
the EU, European banks have reduced their risk-taking. In the case of Japan, Milhaupt (1999) argues 
that in the 1970-80s financial regulators were successfully implementing an implicit safety net that even 
rendered the formal Japanese DIS superfluous. These authors (together with many others) favor explicit 
deposit insurance over implicit protection for it relatively curtails moral hazard. At the same time, for a 
sample of both developed and developing countries Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga (1999) find that the 
existence of explicit deposit insurance weakens market discipline, and the result supports the position of 
those commentators who favor implicit depositor protection (in the case of developing nations; e.g. 
Mishkin, 1996; Talley and Mas, 1992, etc.). 
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implies protection for the largest banks only, and if the government is resolute enough as to 
pursue this implicit policy, the initial shock can contagiously affect the unprotected (smaller) 
banks in a very short time. In addition, the three (regular) options may also have different 
effects on the risk-taking behavior of the depositors and the banks, as well as on the 
government’s expenses to support the deposit insurance. Therefore, to choose among the 
three options one needs to employ a means to weigh up the trade-offs. 

A standard way to decide among several policy options is to perform the cost-benefit 
analysis (CBA). In general the CBA is a process of comparing the net benefits of a policy 
option with those of its alternatives, and the approach is routinely used by government 
agencies in order to evaluate public investment projects. To Sen (2000), the CBA is based (1) 
on the explicit evaluation of (the costs and benefits of) every policy option by consequences 
which adopting the option would produce and (2) on the assumption of additivity of the 
evaluation results. However, not all costs and benefits can be measured explicitly (e.g., how 
to measure the value of life?). The causal links between an option and its consequences 
usually cannot be observed completely. The full additivity of the policy outcomes is an 
exception rather than a rule. So, in practice, the approach requires a great deal of 
simplification and, for that reason, has been in the center of strong criticism in the related 
literature. At the same time, the problems are not severe when the policy-decision process is 
an economic choice. The choice among the DIS designing options is essentially an economic 
investment decision, well suited to the CBA.  

To the best of our knowledge, the only study that applies the CBA to the financial 
safety net policy is that of Frydl and Quintyn (2000). The authors formalize the benefits and 
costs of the government’s intervention in a banking crisis as a general framework, which 
helps to identify major factors affecting the net benefits of various policy options. However, 
when CBA applications go beyond the assessment of individual investment projects, the 
approach may encounter severe problems in quantifying the related costs and benefits. For 
instance, when Frydl and Quintyn (2000) try to calculate the net benefits of intervening in a 
banking crisis, they are forced to reduce their elaborated formulas to a very simplified and 
incomplete version (a “quick and dirty method”). Obviously, the same problem exists in the 
case of deposit insurance design. To quantify the costs and benefits of a particular DIS 
design, a policy-maker will need to observe how the system works in various circumstances 
including bank runs and systemic panics. The world DIS practices, however, show that bank 
insolvencies and depositor panics are usually rare events to observe within a single economy, 
and any quantification attempt will inevitably require referencing to related foreign 
experience. However, to do that, the policy-maker lacks criteria which would enable her to 
take a proper account of the country-specific factors influencing the net benefits in the 
foreign reference cases.  

To summarize, a review of the on-going debate in the DIS-related literature identifies 
two core public policy objectives to be put into the foundation of deposit insurance design – 
the systemic run prevention and small depositor protection. When choosing between the two, 
one encounters a trade-off, for in the former case, deposit insurance performs its intrinsic 
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function of bank-run prevention but can exacerbate perverse incentives of the bank-related 
parties; in the latter case, deposit insurance brings sound incentives but fails to prevent runs. 
The importance of the moral hazard issue directs research efforts towards devising 
suggestions which would properly balance the run-prevention capacity of a DIS with a sound 
incentive. In general, economists consider four types of basic DIS design: blanket, limited, 
partial, and selective (systemic) guarantees. Among them, the first one tends to be suggested 
only for extraordinary situations, the second one can be associated with the run prevention 
objective and the other two – with the depositor protection objective. The choice between the 
basic design options can be based on the cost-benefit analysis, but when applied in practice, 
the decision-making procedure also needs to accommodate the country-specific factors. 

IV. Practical choice of the deposit insurance design 

Despite the enormous size of the economic literature devoted to deposit insurance 
issues, only a small part of the research explicitly deals with DIS design. The first moves to 
explore the problem of DIS designing in a systematic and integrated way date back to the 
beginning of the 1990s. An early attempt of Mas and Talley (1990) to formalize suggestions 
(as a model draft for a legislation establishing and governing an explicit deposit insurance 
scheme) was followed by the survey and analytical studies of MacDonald (1996), Ketcha 
(1999), Lee and Kwok (2000), Garcia (2000), FSF (2001). International organizations were 
the first to pursue the line of research in response to requests from assistance-recipient 
member states (mostly from developing and transition economies) to advise them on the 
ways to establish or reform the deposit insurance efficiently. For instance, a study by Garcia 
(2000) is a culmination of a decade-long research effort on devising practical rules for the 
optimal deposit insurance design. The author lists the practices deemed to be good when 
choosing particular features for a DIS to be introduced. The major concern of Garcia (2000) 
is to suggest a system capable of coping with the harmful side effects of deposit insurance 
such as moral hazard, adverse selection, agency problems, etc. Besides that, she looks into 
the real practices of DIS design over the world indicating approaches which deviate from the 
suggested optimal (“good”) solutions.  

The study of Lee and Kwok (2000) is less normative and focuses on the theoretical 
explanation of the alternative solutions to the major features of an explicit DIS. They 
structure their study into several largely independent issues (like the DIS governance, the 
scope of coverage, the level of protection, DIS funding, etc.) and build on the related 
theoretical literature to propose formalized sequences of steps (decision-trees) necessary to 
reach balanced decisions on each of the issues. Although admitting that to arrive to a proper 
decision on these matters one should also take the country-specific factors into account, they 
do not extend their research in that direction and, as a result, leave the problem of choice 
among the alternative solutions to DIS design without an answer.  

All these studies on DIS design rely on an extended labor of many researchers to 
collect and update data on the deposit insurance schemes over the world. Starting from an 
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early survey of formal depositor protection schemes in 13 countries by McCarthy (1980), the 
data-collecting efforts of national and international institutions were largely in line with the 
increasing number of new DISs being established in the world. The subsequent surveys by 
CDIC (1993), Kyei (1995), Garcia (1999) extended the record of the newly established 
schemes while widening the scope of DIS features covered in the databases. The latest and, 
perhaps, the most complete data on the world deposit insurance was compiled by 
Demirgüç-Kunt and Sobaci (2000). The authors present a record of 68 formal DISs with 
information on specific solutions adopted for 15 main designing features. 

Since a DIS designing process implies multi-layer choices, it needs a set of hierarchical 
criteria which could prevent the adoption of features that are optimal only locally and 
contradict the ultimate objective assumed for the design. For instance, in a study which 
emerged as a part of the ongoing debate about the new reform proposals for the US FDIC, 
Blinder and Wescott (2001) lay down the following basic principles which could guide us 
through DIS design: 

– deposit insurance should enhance macroeconomic and financial stability; 
– deposit insurance should prevent most bank runs; 
– deposit insurance should be designed to minimize microeconomic distortions 

(other than the incentive to run); 
– a publicly-funded deposit insurance should neither subsidize nor tax the banking 

system; 
– deposit insurance system should minimize the risk to the taxpayer; 
– deposit insurance should relieve small depositors of burden of monitoring their 

banks; 
– if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. 

With the exception of the last one, the principles are fairly general and, if used to guide a 
DIS design, can make decisions very defensible. Still the order of Blinder and Wescott’s 
principles clearly indicates that the authors favor the run-prevention objective of deposit 
insurance (since the principle of run prevention has a higher priority than the principle of not 
inducing moral hazard, etc.). But other commentators may be more concerned with the moral 
hazard, and, as noticed by Hanc (2001), such hidden disagreement in views on the right 
(core) objective for deposit insurance is the real dividing force behind the on-going debate 
over the new FDIC reforms. 

 FSF (2001) suggests a practically minded procedure to determine the public-policy 
objectives of deposit insurance. The so-called “self-assessment methodology” (see Figure 3) 
is a six-step iterative procedure that begins with an articulation of the relevant public-policy 
objectives to be attained, then goes through the situational analysis of conditions and factors 
that are present in a given economy, and finally, by means of the review and validation of 
practical results, suggests possible alterations to the objective set. 

In this procedure, FSF (2001) stresses the importance of considering the 
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Step 2 
Situational Analysis 

Step 4 
Strategic Action Plan 

Step 6
Ongoing Evaluation and Validation 

Step 3 
Validation 

Step 5 
Implementation 

Step 1 
Public-Policy  

Objectives 

Figure 3. Self-assessment methodology 
Source: FSF (2001), p.15. 

country-specific factors from the very beginning of the design process.15 Among them, FSF 
identifies economic factors, current monitoring and fiscal policies, the state and structure of 
the banking system, public attitudes and expectations, prudential and disclosure regimes. The 
importance of these factors has been explored in a number of studies. For instance, Calomiris 
(1999) brings attention to the fact that any incentives-sound DIS design can be impotent in a 
country where political agenda can easily override and alter economic policies. The view is 
also supported by an observation that a quick build-up of newly-established DISs in 
developing countries in the 1990s should be explained, to a large extent, by the political 
popularity of deposit insurance (World Bank, 2001). 

Talley and Mas (1992), Calomiris (1997), Demirgüç-Kunt and Kane (2002) and some 
other commentators concentrate on differences that exist in the institutional environment – in 
the effectiveness of the legal system, prudential supervision and regulation, accounting and 
disclosure systems, etc. The focus on the institutional factors is supported by an empirical 
study by Cull et al (2000), which shows that in lax regulatory environments deposit 
insurance is likely to lead to financial instability and deter financial development. In addition, 
Kane (2001) also demonstrates that such qualities of the institutional environment as (1) 
informational transparency, (2) contract enforcement and deterrent rights, and (3) 
accountability of safety net officers, do differ among countries, and even correlate 
                                                 

15 Although most commentators on DIS design share the view, it is still rejected in the activities of some 
international organizations. For instance, in the “good practices” of Garcia (2000) the country-specific 
factors are considered only on the last stage of the design process and, as a result, the approach denies 
that in some countries the better risk-sharing opportunities introduced by deposit insurance can enhance 
economic growth and outweigh possible losses from the increased moral hazard. Nevertheless, IMF 
missions often use the study of Garcia (2000) as a yardstick to measure the quality of depositor 
protection reforms.  
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significantly with the design of the financial safety net. The key insight of this line of 
research is that the choice of adopting/rejecting an explicit DIS and its designing depends on 
the financial and supervisory environment in which it must function (Demirgüç-Kunt and 
Kane, 2002).  

As obvious, the institutional (supply-side) circumstances are crucially important for the 
optim

 design shows that, 
despi

V. Summary and concluding remarks 

he economic literature explaining the existence 
of de

, deposit insurance 
need

f If the 
run-p

al DIS design. However, they are not the only factors to be taken into account. When, 
for instance, an economy has problems in its institutional environment but also enjoys high 
growth potential, focusing on the institutional deficiencies only may lead to a wrong decision. 
Alternatively, when depositors in two nations have equally poor access to the information on 
bank soundness but they are individuals in one economy and companies in another, the two 
banking systems may have different exposures to contagion bank runs. All this means that 
the demand-side factors (economic conditions, the structure of the banking system, etc.) are 
also important for DIS design and should be included into consideration in order to reach 
solutions that fully reflect the specific circumstances of a nation.  

To recapitulate, the brief review of the literature on practical DIS
te relatively small size, this line of research has delivered distinct results in determining 

and analyzing the design options and in surveying the deposit insurance schemes the world 
over. The general tendency in the field is to link the designing problem to the choice of the 
guiding principles (or objectives) and explicitly consider the country-specific factors as an 
important element even on the early stages of the design process. Nevertheless, this topic 
(and especially the specific factors on the demand side of deposit insurance) is still largely 
unexplored and needs further investigation. 

This paper reviews the main results of t
posit insurance in its modern form. It is shown that deposit insurance is not the only 

means to cope with the problem of bank runs. Yet it is a prevailing solution for the banks 
dominate the credit channels in most economies the world over, and the modern payment 
systems are based on the convertibility of the bank deposits into cash.  

Being a part of the general public policy of financial sector stability
s to be structured in accordance with a core objective adopted for the entire policy. This 

explains why many world schemes, besides the intrinsic DIS objective of bank run 
prevention, also follow the objective of small (unsophisticated) depositor protection.  

When choosing between the two objectives, a policy-maker faces a tradeof . 
revention objective is employed as the core of DIS design, it can exacerbate the 

perverse incentives of the bank-related parties for excessive risk-taking. Alternatively, with 
the depositor-protection objective, the incentives can be kept sound but such DIS design is 
ineffective to prevent bank runs.  
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The review of the related literature helps to distinguish four basic approaches regarding 
the balance of the run-prevention capacity and sound incentives in deposit insurance design. 
Further analysis also shows that three of the basic structuring options (the limited, partial, 
and selective guarantees) are likely to be employed in the ordinary (non-crisis) 
circumstances and the choice among them needs to be based on the country-specific factors.  

Despite firm and extensive theoretical advances in understanding deposit insurance, 
their practical applications are far more modest and require further investigation. To arrive at 
the optimal solution for a national DIS scheme, the designing process can be structured in 
two steps. First, a policymaker needs to decide on a basic design choosing among the three 
approaches.16 The decision-making would require performing the cost-benefit analysis that 
formally compares the net benefits of every design option. Since not all of the costs and 
benefits are easily quantifiable, the policy-maker would eventually turn to the assessment of 
their relative importance in the specific conditions of a nation. However, to perform the task 
she would refer to foreign experience with the financial sector policy and thus would 
necessarily apply a set of criteria introducing a correction for the country-specific 
differences.  

Second, the policymaker needs to choose among other deposit insurance features and 
pick up those which are consistent with the core objective of the basic DIS design decided 
for the nation. In particular, she would consider the balance between the required protection 
and the necessary incentive structure, as well as the financial and governance-related issues.  

These two topics are the most promising and yet demanded directions of further 
research on structuring the national deposit insurance. 
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